Before submitting your science fair project:

You need to...

1. Research and collect information on your project. Having background information to support your science fair idea strengthens your project. Don't forget to indicate your sources (websites, magazines, books).

2. Be sure that your project has a scientific value.

3. Explain your hypothesis – elaborate on « why » you think this way – « why » you expect certain outcomes.

4. Create tables and graphs to represent your quantitative results. Label your graphs and tables (titles, subtitles, values etc.) Write about your qualitative results as well.

5. In your conclusion, answer your goal / objective. Explain possible changes / improvements you could have made/could make to your project in order to make it better, more scientific.

6. Include photos, images etc. to support your idea. Label these images.

7. Create an original and interesting title.

8. Organize your poster board – Is the font and size of the print appropriate? Are your sections placed in the correct spot? Are your pictures/ graphs etc. labelled? Did you add color and effort? Is your title catchy?

9. Practice your oral presentation.

10. Understand your subject.